
Electronic music key

EMMore than just our best musical keyboard-
it's a guitar, a sax, even an entire orchestra! 10 sp,d,

Concertmate-990. Just choose an instrument-plays any of 200 sounds or special effects at the touch of a
button. Free Sessions feature automatically plays a custom accompaniment of different chord progressions to
make your music sound great! Keep the beat with 100 different built-in auto -rhythms. 24 -note polyphonic design
lets you play and hear up to 24 notes at the same time for full, rich sound. Touch -sensitive keys adjust the note's
volume based upon how strongly you press the key-just like a real piano! General MIDI-compatible-hook it
up to your computer or other MIDI -compatible electronic instruments. Large LCD display displays tone, rhythm,
tempo and chord information. Requires 6 "D" batteries or AC adapter #273-1656. (TSP) 42-4040 249.99
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Take the Show on the Road
All the keyboards on this page work with either battery or AC power, so they're easy to use no

matter where you go. Even our full-size keyboards can run on batteries. Plus, with built-in speakers,

nothing extra is needed when you want to jam-all you add is the music!

61 full-size keys, stereo
sound and lots of features
Concertmate-970. Enjoy the same full-size feel as a
piano and the sound of a symphony. Choose from 100
12 -note polyphonic sounds, 50 rhythms, and 20 songs.
Display shows sound, rhythm and juke box settings.
Auto -accompaniment, tuning, transpose and tempo.
With jack for adding headphones to practice in privacy.
Low -power indicator LED, auto power -off saves batter-
ies. Includes score stand. Requires 6 "AA" batteries or
AC adapter #273-1656. (TSP) 42-4032 199.99

0225 Portable keyboard has 49
mini keys, 100 preset sounds
Small size, but big features. Features 100 auto -
rhythms, 8 -note polyphonic sound and a poly/texture
key for creating many different types of music. With
auto -accompaniment and tempo controls. Built-in
demo song. Requires 5 "AA" batteries or AC adapter
#273-1662. (TSP) 42-4029 79.99

11=Play like the pros -49
full-size keys, 100 preset sounds
Concertmate-690. Features 100 preset auto -rhythms.
Plus, use the 100 sound presets to recreate a wide range
of sounds-everything from a piano to horns and spe-
cial effects. 8 -note polyphonic sound and poly/texture
key let you create almost any type of music. Also with
auto -accompaniment system, tempo controls and fill -h
rhythm. Built-in demo tune. Requires 6 "AA" batteries cr
adapter: AC #273-1656, DC #270-1562. (TSP)

42-4035 99.99

Great choice for beginners
Concertmate-410. Affordable portable features 37
mini keys, 18 demos, twelve rhythms, twelve instru
ment sounds/tones, and 17 -note recording. Three
power options let you play anywhere-even in a car
Requires 6 "C" batteries or adapter: AC #273-1650,
DC #270-1560A (extra). (TSP) 42-4031 59.99

Ern Getting Started pack
Makes learning to play keyboard easy and fun.
Easy -to -follow illustrated manuals teach you the
basics of using different sounds, tunes and
rhythms of your new keyboard. Includes songbook
w th today's top hits. 42-4049 9 99

liKeyboard not included

Stand securely holds any
keyboard up to 75 pounds
Keeps your keyboard steady and secure. Sturdy
keyboard stand is very lightweight yet supports up to
75 pounds. It's quick and easy to assemble-no
special tools are needed. Keyboard sold separately.
(TSP) 42-4050 39.99


